INTRODUCTION
The process of designing drugs is a major challenge in pharmaceutical industry because it is costly and time-consuming to design, test and register a new drug candidate. 1 There are two commonly used methods of drug designing; high throughput screening and rational drug design. Rational drug design is often performed using virtual screening. 2 Virtual screening is an inexpensive in silico approach to find new potential drug. In virtual screening, hundreds of thousands to millions of molecules can be tested within a short time and this computational screening can reduce the number of in vitro assay required. Therefore, this approach also potentially reduces the cost and time of the development process. 3 There are two commonly used approaches for in-silico drug design; ligand-based drug design and structure-based drug design . 4 Both methods require a three-dimensional structure (3DS) of chemical compound. 3DSs can be obtained either experimentally or computationally. 5 Computationally generated 3DSs often produce structural mismatch owing to issues with geometry optimization and three-dimensional transformations. These structural mismatches affect the validity of the in-silico drug design process. In a previous study, a herbal database with 1405 three-dimensional structure of chemical compound were made. 6 In this database, we found a substantial number of mismatches in threedimensional structure of chemical compound. In the current study, we aimed to identify and correct the structural mismatches and find the best method of constructing 3DSs.
METHODS AND MATERIAL
Hardware A client computer with this following specification: Dell with Intel CoreTM i3-7100U (Intel CoreTM, USA) Computer Processing Unit (CPU), 8GB RAM with Microsoft Windows 10 Home Single Language 64-bit operating system.
Software
The software used in this research are MarvinSketch (ChemAxon, Budapest), 7 VegaZZ 3.1.1.42 (Universita Degli Milano, Italy), 8 and PyMOL (DeLano Scientific LLC, Italy). 9 KNApSAcK/) 10 and Pubchem compound (http://PubChem.ncbi.nlm. gov). 11 Examination of three-dimensional structure of compounds in HerbalDB 3DSs in HerbalDB were examined to identify compounds having structural mismatch with their two-dimensional reference structures. The 1405 compounds in HerbalDB were examined using visualization generated by the PyMOL software. Structural mismatches were identified by a visual comparison between 3DSs in HerbalDB and twodimensional reference structures obtained from Kanaya KNApSAck database and Pubchem compounds. Compounds that were identified as having structural mismatches with their reference structures were listed using Microsoft Excel.
Repair of two-dimensional structures
Compounds with mismatched structures were reconstructed into twodimensional structures with *.mol file format using the MarvinSketch software. The reconstruction was manually performed by drawing structures based on the two-dimensional reference structures from Kanaya KNApSAcK and Pubchem compounds databases. The twodimensional structures were in *.mol format and were named according to the ID number.
Repair of three-dimensional structures
The reconstructed two-dimensional structures were converted into 3DSs using 10 different parameters / file formats, as listed in Figure  1 , in the MarvinSketch and VegaZZ software. The two-dimensional structures were converted into three-dimensional structures using two different force fields in MarvinSketch; Dreiding and MMFF94. The three-dimensional conformer with the lowest energy of each force field were then saved in three different file formats; *.mol, *.sdf and *.pdb. Total six 3DSs files were obtained for each chemical compound using the MarvinSketch software.
In VegaZZ, the two-dimensional structures were converted into 3DSs using two different force fields; AMBER and CHARMM. The threedimensional conformers for each force field were then saved in two different file formats: *.mol and *.pdb. Four 3DSs files were obtained for each chemical compound using the VegaZZ software. Ten 3DSs files were obtained for each repaired chemical compound.
Analysis and visualization of the repaired structures
Next, the validity of the reconstructed 3DS structures was then examined. The examination was performed by manual visualization using the PyMOL software. Visualization results were then recorded using Microsoft Excel. Based on the visualization results, the structures that had corrected with reference to the two-dimensional structures could be identified. The best methods for constructing 3DSs for chemical compounds in herbal database could also be determined.
RESULTS
Visualization was performed on 1405 3DSs of chemical compound in HerbalDB using the PyMOL software to identify compounds with structural mismatcesh. The visualization result is summarized in Table  1 . Next, the structures in priority I then were reconstructed using a few parameters in the MarvinSketch and VegaZZ software, the final reconstruction results are summarized in Tables 2-4 . An example of corrected result is shown in Figure 2 .
DISCUSSION
First step of this research was reassessing the three-dimensional molecular structures from Indonesia herbal database which were created and published previously. The visualization performed in this study revealed that only 294 three-dimensional structures of compounds in the database matched their two-dimensional reference structures. The remaining 1111 3DSs of compounds were experiencing a structural mismatch. The structural mismatches were categorized in three categories based on the degree of structural mismatch and their impact on chemical structure integrity.
The two-dimensional structures used as reference were downloaded based on the ID number. After the structures were revisualized and compared with those in priority I category (with two-dimensional reference structure that were downloaded based on the compound name), eight of the 178 structures were found to have a priority I structural mismatch because these structures were assigned a wrong ID number. These structures were then eliminated from the priority I category. The remaining 170 structures were then repaired using a few different parameters in theMarvinSketch and VegaZZ software. A total of 1700 three-dimensional structures were created. Next, these structures were then visualized again using PyMOL.
In this study, several software were evaluated in creating and repairing the three dimensional structure. Two softwares and four force fields were compared in this study. The forcefields are Dreiding, 12 MMFF94, 13 Amber, 14 and CHARMM. 15 Amber and CHARMM were two force fields accounted for the most commonly used in simulations of biomolecules. 16, 17 Dreiding and MMFF94 were created after Amber and CHARMM and served also in several computations in drug design. However each force field has its particular strengths and weaknesses based on its parameterization therefore all force fields available were tried in this research. 18 The structures that were constructed with MarvinSketch using two force fields; Dreiding and MMFF94, yielded structurally identical result. The difference between the two force fields arose because there are two structures that cannot be constructed using MMFF94, probably because of the program limiting the structure construction process.
Most of the structures in the database are cyclic. Previous research also found that MMFF94 performed poorly in the set of compound with alicyclic and aromatic chemical structure. 19 From our research, the Dreiding force field constructed structures with a relatively lower energy calculation for these structures compared to MMFF94. However, the chosen forcefield should be based on application not by its energy. Furthermore, in the case of Dreiding force field, the anomeric effect was not considered during development, so it is important to note this during creation of carbohydrate 3DS. 20 The structures that were constructed in *.mol and *.sdf format were also structurally identical. Of the 170 structures that were reconstructed, 164 structures in *.mol and *.sdf format were successfully repaired, whereas only 21 structures in the *.pdb format were successfully repaired.
Structures with one or more aromatic ring(s) and carboxylic acid substitutions were constructed as resonance structures and structures with double or triple bond(s) were constructed as a single bond(s) structure owing to the limitation of *.pdb file. The *.pdb file format cannot defined a few types of bond. All covalent bonds in proteins and in nucleic acids are properly assigned, however, hydrogen bonds, sulfur and water bridges and coordinated bonds were not recognized. Covalent bonds in hetero groups were determined based on geometry position, two atoms are considered bonded if they are closer than the sum of their covalent radii plus a small tolerance. 21 Therefore, it may induce misread of the atoms as unbinded.
The structures that were constructed with the VegaZZ software using two force fields; AMBER and CHARMM, also yielded structurally identical results. The two force fields cannot calculate the conformer's energy. Hence, there is no difference between the results when using either of the two force fields. The structures that were constructed in *.mol and *.sdf format were structurally identical. Of the 170 structures that were reconstructed, 83 structures in *.mol and *.sdf format were successfully repaired. Some of the structures with one or more aromatic ring(s) were constructed based on resonance structures. All of the structures with electropositive substitution were constructed as it resonance structure. This might happen because the program cannot define a 3DS with electropositive substitution. In addition, some of the structures with single bond(s) were constructed as a double or triple bond(s) structure.
Of the 170 structures that were reconstructed, 18 structures that were constructed in *.pdb format were successfully repaired. The remaining structure with double or triple bond(s) were constructed as a single bond(s) structures owing to the limitations of the *.pdb file format as discussed before.
CONCLUSIONS
Of the 1405 structures in HerbalDB, only 294 3DSs of compounds structurally match with their two-dimensional reference structures. Of the other 1111 structures, 170 structures were reconstructed using a few different parameters in the MarvinSketch and VegaZZ software. The reconstruction yielded a total of 1700 3DSs; 680 structures in *.mol format, 680 structures in *.pdb format and 340 structures in *.sdf format. From these 3DSs, 164 structures in *.mol and *.sdf format and 39 structures in *.pdb format were successfully reconstructed based on the two-dimensional reference structures. The relatively best method for constructing three-dimensional structures in HerbalDB is by using the MarvinSketch software in *.mol and *.sdf format and the Dreiding force field.
